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THE COMPLETE GUIDE 
TO UNDERSTANDING 

YOUR JOB SEARCH
SECTION ONE: ASSESSMENT



INTRODUCTION

In the following pages you will find helpful information to guide you through 
the early stages of your job search. Whether you’re changing your career, 

looking for new opportunities, or simply thinking about revamping your per-
sonal brand, this guide gives you actionable tips to set you up for success. 

We discuss how to set honest expectations, start your job search on the right 
foot, honestly assess your skills, and more. By doing a little work before diving 

into your job search, you’ll enter the market with confidence and purpose.
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 EXTERNAL FACTORS

Several external circumstances can impact the duration of your search efforts. The more 
predictable factors include: the economy, industry trends, hiring patterns, politics, competition, and 
geographic location. 

We’re alluding to supply and demand. 

For example, we happen to know there is a more abundant supply of technical roles in 
San Francisco, California, compared to Bismark, North Dakota. 

With reasonable certainty, we can predict a geographic location primarily dependent on technical 
infrastructures, such as San Francisco, will continue its dependence on talent with technical 
knowledge for the foreseeable future. 

While this is an obvious example, the point is clear. There is both higher supply and demand for 
technical professionals in San Francisco versus Bismark. If you’re interested in a new tech job in 
Bismark, consider these factors when you set expectations.

Part 1: Assessment
How To Assess Your Career Experience

Set Honest Expectations

Did you know it takes the average job-seeker upwards of five months to land a new job? Why?

To understand, we first must look at the factors that affect the job search timeline. We must also 
recognize the external factors (those outside of your control) and internal factors (those within 
your control) that affect your effort. 

The combination of internal and external factors makes assessing how soon you’ll find success 
near impossible. We cover this in detail because we’ve identified that you are more inclined to 
reach a desirable outcome if you set honest expectations with yourself. 

1

It ’s important to note that isolated external factors 
can always throw a curveball into a job search.
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The point isn’t to dwell on these challenges. The point is to understand that anything 
can happen. You are more effective if you concentrate on what you can control 

versus over-thinking what could go wrong.   

For example,
 job opportunities can disappear 

(when the role is still publicly available) when:   

The employer goes 
another direction.

Unforeseen hiring/
budgeting freezes occur.

The hiring manager is 
fired.

New laws change work 
Visa requirements.

The hiring manager 
goes on leave.

Global pandemics or other 
unforeseen circumstances occur.

Candidates get overlooked 
or slip through the cracks.

Discrimination takes place.

The employer intended to 
make an internal hire.

And countless other factors 
outside of your control.

 “Keep in mind that the average overnight success story takes about 17 years. 
Have patience, but pivot and test as needed until small results start to trickle 

in. If you’re pushing a boulder, the hardest part is moving it that first inch. 
But then, eventually momentum will start to assist you in your journey.” 

- Brett Farmiloe, Founder and CEO, Markitors

https://markitors.com
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You can’t avoid the tactical work. You must accept this from the onset.  

Your success relies on how you identify and maintain your motivations, approach challenges with 
intention and enthusiasm, and grow from each experience. 

When you are ready to take the next step in your career with the knowledge of the internal and 
external factors at play—you “flip the switch.” And once you’ve done this, you’re ready to get 
started.

The internal factors that lead to favorable outcomes consist of mental endurance, 
realistic expectation setting, systematic process, desire for self-improvement, 

effective organization, and steadfast resilience. 

The Clearest Internal Factor Is Your Effort Doing Tactical Work Such As:

Download the Job Application Tracking Template Here

          INTERNAL FACTORS

There are dozens of job search activities you could be doing, but what action should you take? 
There are many resources at your disposal, though frequently, the sheer volume of options is 
more overwhelming than helpful.

• Updating your resume.
• Writing cover letters.
• Searching job boards.
• Applying for roles.
• Asking for recommendations.
• Spending more time on LinkedIn.

• Attending physical and    
digital networking events.

• Researching companies that are hiring.
• Following up on conversations.
• Preparing for interviews.

https://discoverpodium.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/DP_App_Template_v5.pdf
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Rockstar Professional: These are the people who are amazing at what they do but 
who aren’t not looking for growth in the traditional sense. Typically they’re interested 
in growing in their specific lane but they don’t have aspirations for leadership and 
they value stability more than anything else. 

Superstar Professional: These are typically the people you think of on the fast track 
to success. The ambitious go getters who always aim high, want to lead, and are 
constantly looking for growth. 

Start Your (Re)Search

At the start of your job search, it’s essential to reflect on what prompted you to look in the first 
place. Are you interested in a similar job but for a different employer? Do you want to change 
career paths? Do you want to make more money or lead a team?

Your drivers will narrow or expand your job search criteria, organize your search, and 
help you confidently identify your career-specific needs.

6 DRIVERS TO CONSIDER AS YOU START YOUR JOB SEARCH

SURVIVAL: You may need to take a job for survival. That’s okay. Identifying a 
need to step back or accept less pay to survive is pragmatic. Don’t let this get you 
down. Protect yourself and live to fight another day.

CHANGE: Is a career change in your future? Research the requirements needed 
and study open job positions. Connect with people who are already in your 
desired line of work on LinkedIn and reach out to them regularly to build your 
network and gain insight about their challenges and the industry. Use Twitter 
Lists to follow professionals in your field, subscribe to industry newsletters to 
stay current, and monitor Eventbrite or MeetUp for local events.

PROGRESSION: If you love your field and are ready for the next step in your career, 
ask for candid feedback from your boss, peers, or direct reports on what you do well 
and where you can improve. Look at past performance reviews from 
an objective perspective. Connect with leaders in your industry and ask them 
what makes rockstar and superstar professionals.
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LOCATION: Do you want to relocate or work remotely? Consider how location 
affects your compensation, travel, living situation, and whether an organization 
supports relocation or remote work. Prepare to explain why a particular location 
is significant to you in an interview, research how the location will impact the role, 
and consider how to communicate relocation or at-home logistics with confidence.  

COMPENSATION: Money is vital—but it’s not the key to happiness. Do you know 
your value? What do you need to live your best life? One rule of thumb is the 
50/30/20 rule, where 50% of your income goes to needs, 30% to wants, and 20% 
to savings. Consider whether you need benefits at your next job. Additionally, use 
compensation comparison tools or consult an expert to better understand fair pay. 

QUALITY OF LIFE BENEFITS: Consider your non-negotiables, whether it’s salary 
or flexibility or company culture. Professional growth, promotion opportunities, 
and working for an excellent boss fall into this bucket. Figure out what your bottom 
line is and decide whether your current job is meeting that standard. Connect with 
other employees at the company you’re considering and ask them about their 
experience working there. Research company news or reviews for more insight.
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 “Treat your job search like a salesperson treats their territory. Relentlessly research 
and track your opportunities, your contacts at each of them, and your next steps to 
move the ball forward. There will be rejections, there will be close calls, there will be 
people who go dark on you. But a key way to stay motivated is having that concrete 
list of next actions there in front of you, so you know exactly what you have to do 

to move forward. That way you aren’t overwhelmed during the low points with the 
amorphous totality of finding what’s next.” 

- Jeff Foley, Senior Director of Product Marketing, Validity

https://validity.com/
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Assess Your Skills

To find the right job, you need to create the right opportunities. You need to understand your 
essential drivers and consider how they correlate with your job skills. This is a worthwhile 
mention because what you’re looking for may have zero to do with what you’ve been doing. 

Consider outside of the box patterns. 

For example, let’s say you’ve spent ten years working in the marketing field. You’ve advanced from 
associate to manager and held a director title recently. You’ve led diverse teams and managed 
impressive campaigns.

Now Ask Yourself: 

• Are you looking for another director of marketing opportunity? 

• Are you looking for an executive or more senior leadership role in marketing? 

• Are you looking for a role in a smaller company—perhaps a more significant role?
 
• Do you like marketing? 

• Do you enjoy your industry?

We’re told to move up the ladder and take more responsibility, more opportunity, and more 
money—because, more is better. But is it right for you? 

It’s easier to continue your path because change interrupts your trajectory. We tend to continue 
the same path, without additional thought into making a change—growing complacent. 

So we ask again, did you choose your career path—or are you following a predetermined path? 
Do you want to break the mold?

As you begin your job search, you’ll need to perform an honest self-assessment. 

Take the Discover Podium Self-Assessment Quiz Here.

Now is the time to be honest with yourself. Did you choose your 
career path, or did your career path define you?

https://form.jotform.com/202375233202038
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By furthering your understanding of self, you’ll earn new clarity into the types of jobs that 
interest you. Of course, this isn’t without difficulty. It’s challenging to know the exact details 
about a job until you’ve done the work. However, there is no harm in researching, applying for, 
and interviewing for roles outside of your comfort zone. 

 
Identifying Your ‘Soft’ Skills

Soft skills define your character traits and interpersonal aptitudes. 94% of recruiting professionals 
agree that a candidate with strong soft skills has a better chance of landing the job or being 
promoted to a leadership position than another candidate with similar technical skills (and 
occasionally those with more experience).

Soft skills help hiring managers assess your ability to take on the role you’re applying for and 
understand if you will thrive within the working environment’s culture. It’s important to articulate 
these skills in your resume, reinforce them during interviews, and share examples with thought-
provoking stories from past experiences.

Ask Yourself These Questions: 

 Are you an effective communicator?

 Can you lead diverse teams through challenging or ambiguous periods?

 Do you work with enthusiasm and positivity? 

 Are you a humble team player? Do you put your team first?

 Do you steer complex projects across the entire organization? 

 “It is important to love what you do. If you want to do something different 
than you do now, figure out what skill you need to develop to make the 

switch and get started learning those before you are ready to leap.” 
- Liz Heiman,  Founder and Sales Strategist, Regarding Sales, LLC

https://www.regardingsales.com/
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Consider The Following Examples:

Accuracy & Attention to Detail: Consistency in quality of work from previous jobs indicates to 
potential employers that you are trustworthy with complex tasks.

You may have these skills if you: 

• Maintain communication with third-party vendors and internal associates throughout 
long-term projects.

• Develop and uphold clear timelines for a project’s completion.

• Know of issues that may arise while working through a project and how to mitigate them.

If you possess Accuracy & Attention to Detail skills, list a few personal examples here.

Adaptability & Flexibility: Change is inevitable. Articulating your willingness to roll with the 
punches shows employers you can think around corners and provide solutions to various 
problems.

You may have these skills if you:

• Develop multiple budgeting scenarios in response to necessary cuts.

• Change legacy systems when one or more coworkers share ideas to improve them.

• Take small leaps of faith on solutions that need to be tested before proven useful or ineffective.

If you possess Adaptability & Flexibility skills, list a few personal examples here.
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Communication:  The ability to concisely present data, opinions, and challenges show 
employers you’re not only a team player, but you can create structure out of chaos.

You may have this skill if you: 

• Collaborate with coworkers across departments to find solutions to an issue.

• Admit when you do not know an answer to a question and turn challenges into 
learning experiences.

• Distill highly complex information into understandable dialogue.

If you possess Communication skills, list a few personal examples here.

Innovation: Being willing to explore previously untapped resources or lines of thinking that 
result in new approaches to a problem a company has not yet considered.

You may have this skill if you:

• Scrap a project that doesn’t work to rebuild correctly.

• Attend conferences and bring learning back to the office.

• Rotate duties with other employees to get fresh eyes on a new area of work.

• Challenge the status quo of existing processes.

If you possess Innovation skills, list a few personal examples here.
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Interpersonal: Interpersonal skills color how your peers see you. Employees with strong 
interpersonal skills contribute to a cohesive office culture that makes everyone welcome and accepted.

You may have this skill if you: 

• Talk with your coworkers about personal matters outside of the office; care about your 
team personally and professionally.

• Acknowledge cultural and social differences that arise; are empathetic to other 
experiences.

• Are compassionate with coworkers who struggle with a project due to stress outside 
of work.

If you possess Interpersonal skills, list a few personal examples here.

Leadership: Workers who exhibit strong leadership empower other team members to focus on 
their projects. Leaders allow their teams an opportunity to succeed or fail with autonomy.

You may have this skill if you:

• Make tough decisions through uncertainty.

• Align company vision with strategic ideas and elicit action.

• Accept responsibility when a project you own needs correction.

• Delegate tasks to teammates and trust them to add their input on how to approach solutions.

If you possess Leadership skills, list a few personal examples here.
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Project Management: A successful project manager sets deadlines for projects and ensures the 
project stays on track. If the project is set back for any reason, they can adjust and communicate 
changes to team members.

You may have this skill if you: 

• Implement and manage a project management tool across the organization.

• Can identify a realistic timeline for a project that requires multiple levels of approval 
and coordination. 

• Can track your projects as well as the projects of others around you.

If you possess Project Management skills, list a few personal examples here.

Organization & Time Management: Prioritization allows employees to complete tasks in a 
prompt and focused manner.

You may have this skill if you:

• Keep a planner to track deadlines for projects, appointments, and meetings. 

• Are honest with yourself, team, and superiors about project timelines. 

• Ask for help if you have too much on your plate.

• Avoid procrastination. Launching projects is challenging. Pushing through the mental 
barrier allows you to meet the project time frame you set.

If you possess Organization & Time Management skills, list a few personal examples here.
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Problem Solving:  Understanding what problems might prevent company success and assessing 
methods to circumvent or resolve them illustrates lateral thinking and adaptiveness.

You may have this skill if you:

• Find the source of an issue that prevents success or productivity and create a fix.

• Are mindful of trends in sales or product output, and adapt accordingly.

• Convince managers a specific method of intervention will prove successful in resolving 
a problem.

If you possess Problem Solving skills, list a few personal examples here.

Teamwork: Dividing labor among team members and accepting the workload assigned to you 
shows employers you function as a team to accomplish overall goals.

You may have this skill if you:

• Set regular meetings with the team to ensure progress is made toward goals.

• Advocate for teammates to find success or have better working experiences.

• Take on a teammate’s duties if their workload is more substantial than yours.

• Are open to the exchange of opinions and ideas among the team.

If you possess Teamwork skills, list a few personal examples here.
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Work Ethic:  An employee with a strong work ethic is more productive than an employee who does 
not see the value in their work.

You may have this skill if you:

• Are dependable in completing your assignments on time.

• Exhibit self-motivation to stick with projects when roadblocks arise and hinder progress.

• resent yourself professionally when serving as a representative for the company.

If you possess Work Ethic skills, list a few personal examples here.
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Industry-Specific & Technical Skills

After spending the time to assess your soft skills, which are typically agnostic across roles, it’s 
time to consider your more specialized skills. These include skills such as data analytics, systems 
engineering, web design, research, profit and loss (P&L) management, digital marketing, and coding. 

Rather than provide an exhaustive list of these skills, we recommend identifying ten or more 
professionals on LinkedIn in your line of work (or desired line of work). Scan their profiles to 
determine what industry-specific skills they share. You’ll identify new skills or new ways to talk 
about your skills that you hadn’t thought of previously.

For example, Courtney Craig, a software marketing leader with experience in video and digital 
lists the following skills on her LinkedIn profile (at time of publication):

Yes—that’s a lot to sift through. Much of what you research may not pertain to your career or 
specific experience. However, the process helps you identify common threads in the industry 
and your competition.

Social Media, SEO, Digital Strategy, Public Relations, 
Customer Success, CRM, Account Management, 
Press Releases, Video Editing, Television, 
Video Production, Content Management, 
Event Planning, Journalism, Broadcast Journalism, 
Blogging, Product Management, 
Business Development, Social Networking, 
User Experience, Product Marketing, 
Product Development, Market Research, 
Lead Generation, Website Development, 
Copy Editing, Writing, Editing, Marketing Strategy, 
Email Marketing, Online Marketing, Digital Marketing, 
Google Analytics, SaaS, Final Cut Pro, 
Strategic Partnerships, Leadership, Team Leadership, 
NPS, Content Syndication, Product Support, 
App Store Optimization, Inbound Marketing, 
Video Marketing, Webinars, Inbound Lead Generation
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Ongoing Skill Development  

Maintaining the desire for ongoing education and skill development is a desirable trait in itself. 
Don’t rely on the skills you’ve mastered—instead, identify where you have gaps and address 
them. Read industry blogs, speak with mentors, and read business books to increase your skills.

 USE FEEDBACK: To know what skills to refine, talk to trusted peers, colleagues,   
 or mentors who provide objective feedback. The goal is to understand your strengths  
 and weaknesses as perceived by others and address accordingly. 

 RESEARCH MORE SKILLS: When building your skillset, research companies, and   
 positions of interest. Explore job postings and company websites, which may provide  
 skill-specific keywords or talking points for your interviews. 

 UNDERSTAND HOW YOUR SKILLS TRANSFER: If you want to transition into a   
 new career field, work to understand how your current skills transfer to a new work  
 area. CareerOneStop has a tool that takes your current field and compares it against  
 other careers that use similar skills, licenses, or certifications. Use this for ideation.

Understand what you want out of your career, what skills you possess, and how the job 
market values your expertise to determine whether you’re ready to start your job search.

PRO TIP: 
Do not copy and paste others’ skills for the sake of competing. Make a note of 
common terminology and work to identify ways to differentiate yourself and stand out. 
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Conclusion

As the saying goes, “looking for a job is a full-time job.” You’ve got to put in the time and effort 
to see results. A proper assessment of your career experience and understanding of your 
preparedness for a new opportunity is just the first step.

In Part one of this four-part series, we covered three critical steps to help you assess your 
experience and prepare for your job search. Before you begin your search, you need to:

1. Set Honest Expectations
When it comes to setting honest expectations, you must understand the external and internal 
factors that impact your job search timeline. Remember: External factors are outside of your 
control, while internal factors are within your control.

      Download the Job Application Tracking Template

2. Start Your (Re)Search
Something prompted you to look for a career change. What triggered your desire to seek a new 
opportunity? Keep these six career-change drivers in mind as you start your job search. Think 
about whether or not each plays a role in your search and to what degree.

Your drivers will help you define your job search criteria and help you get organized so that you 
can identify your needs.

3. Assess Your Skills
As you perform your skills assessment, you need to keep several questions in mind.

Do the skills you possess now match the type of opportunity you are seeking?
Are you seeking more responsibility, more opportunity, more money because it’s expected of you 
or because it’s actually right for you?
What soft skills do you have that make you an excellent fit for the positions you want? Which soft 
skills do you need to work on?
Do you have the industry-specific and technical skills to move ahead into your desired role? 

Recommended resource: Discover Podium Self-Assessment Quiz

By examining your current skill set and skill gaps, you can determine your readiness to begin your 
job search.

While these steps take time and self-reflection, they will help you put yourself on the path to 
your next career adventure. 

• Survival
• Change
• Progression

• Location
• Compensation
• Quality of Life Benefits

https://discoverpodium.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/DP_App_Template_v5.pdf
https://form.jotform.com/202375233202038
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Love What You Do.
Discover Podium advocates for and empowers individuals looking to find a more fulfilling 

career. We provide career education and support in an era of impersonal hiring and help drive 
professionals towards the work they love. Our services and products include advising and 

writing support and our Career Insider membership.

We champion fulfilling work and empower individuals to thrive without limitation.

To learn more about Discover Podium and our services, 
visit www.discoverpodium.com

Click here for a free consultation. 

https://go.discoverpodium.com/meetings/discoverteam/career-consultation
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